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The Required Reading report includes the following columns:
Record IDRecord ID: a randomly-generated ID for this acknowledgement. You can generally ignore this column.
Reader IDReader ID: The ID of the author or reader the acknowledgement is tracked for. You can generally ignore this
column, too.
Reader UsernameReader Username: The username (usually email address) of the reader or author the acknowledgement is
tracked for.
Reader Created DateReader Created Date: The date the reader or author's account was created in KnowledgeOwl.
Reader Last Login DateReader Last Login Date: The date the reader last logged in. (Note: this will not capture the reader's last
activity date if they're using a "Keep me logged in" option.)
Is Author AdminIs Author Admin: If this is an author account, does the author have full admin privileges? Shows TRUE if they
do; shows FALSE for non-admin authors or for readers.
Article IDArticle ID: The ID of the article the acknowledgement was tracked for.
Article TitleArticle Title: The title of the article the acknowledgement was tracked for.
Article Date PublishedArticle Date Published: If the article had an explicitly set Published Date, that date is displayed here.
Article Tag IDsArticle Tag IDs: If the article has tags associated with it, this field will show a comma-separated list of the tag's
IDs. You can generally ignore this column.
Article Tag NamesArticle Tag Names: If the article has tags associated with it, this field will show a comma-separated list of the
tags.
Date of RecordDate of Record: The date and timestamp that the reader checked the box to acknowledge having read the
article.
Seconds Spent ReadingSeconds Spent Reading: For required articles, we try to capture how long the reader spent on the page
before checking the box. (We've had some customers appreciate this so they can determine if people seem
to be actually reading a document or just scroll to check the box.)

If an article has multiple start dates for being required, a reader may have multiple acknowledgements. You can
compare the Date of Record against your Start Dates to confirm if the reader has acknowledged the most recent
article.
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